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Marquis Yachts, LLC welcomes Ventures Limited as authorized Marquis Dealer in
Malta, Libya and Tunisia.
Malta, September 27, 2010: Richard Bonnici Kind, Principal of Ventures Limited, and Erik Nelson, Vice
President of Marquis Yachts, LLC recently finalized an agreement establishing Ventures Limited as an authorized
Marquis Yachts representative servicing the ultra premium yacht market in the central regions of the Mediterranean
Sea.
Ventures Limited is strategically situated in Malta, ideally regarded as the crossroads of the Mediterranean. The
Maltese archipelago, consisting of the islands of Malta, Gozo and Comino is the cultural, financial and geographic
heart of the Mediterranean. Tunisia, located on the southern shore of the Straits of Sicily and Libya, its neighbor to
the west, are popular yachting destinations in the central regions of the Med. “We are thrilled that Ventures Ltd
will be representing Marquis Yachts throughout the central ports of the Mediterranean”- stated Erik Nelson of
Marquis Yachts. “This is a geographic area that is populated with beautiful yacht centers frequented by yachting
enthusiasts that recognize and appreciate ultra premium brands like Marquis.”
“In the world of mid – sized yachts, Marquis is undoubtedly the most beautifully designed and best built vessel
available.” added Richard Bonnici Kind of Ventures Limited. ‘I have inspected and admired the Marquis line since
it was first introduced. Being able to represent the brand in Malta, Libya and Tunisia provides us with great
opportunity. We are very excited at the future we have with Marquis.”
Ventures Limited received its first Marquis yacht, a 420 Sport Coupe, in time to feature this yacht during Malta’s
upcoming Valletta Boat Show (September 23 – 26, 2010). To contact Richard Bonnici Kind at Ventures Limited
e-mail info@venturesmalta.com or dial (00) 356 21370280 or (00) 356 79370280.
Marquis Yachts, LLC is an independent and privately owned company. Premium quality Marquis brand yachts are
designed and styled by Nuvolari-Lenard Naval Architecture, a world renowned yacht design firm located in Venice,
Italy. Marquis yachts are engineered and built at the company’s American yacht yard and represented throughout
the world by a network of independent dealers. Marquis Yacht Centers, where customers can inspect and sea trial
the company’s newest models are situated in Atlanta, GA, Destin, FL, Ft Lauderdale, FL and Monaco Monte
Carlo. For more information call Dick Nocenti, Director of Communications at 920.822.7275 or visit
www.marquisyachts.com.
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